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Who We Are 

Nurrdalinji Native Title Aboriginal Corporation (Nurrdalinji) was incorporated late in 2020 by 
registered native title holders of the region known as the Beetaloo Basin, Northern Territory. 

In September 2020 a meeting was held in Daly Waters by native title holders for the Amungee 
Mungee, Beetaloo, Hayfield, Kalala, Newcastle Waters/Muranji, Nutwood Downs, 
Shenandoah, Tandyidgee, Tanumbirini, Daly Waters Township, and Ucharonidge native title 
determinations. 

At the meeting we decided unanimously to establish Nurrdalinji to replace the Top End Default 
PBC as our agent Prescribed Body Corporate (PBC) under the Native Title Act 1993 (Cth). 
Top End Default PBC was established by the Northern Land Council (NLC) apparently as a 
temporary native title holding arrangement. As our country has become the focus of intense 
industrial interest and activity, Top End Default PBC is no longer fit for purpose.   

We are currently represented by the NLC. We are most unhappy with the way that the 
Northern Land Council has represented our interests and continues to enable fracking on our 
country against our wishes. We are taking all available steps to improve our representation 
arrangements, but up to now NLC has done everything in its power to stop us, including 
threatening indemnity costs orders against us for seeking to change our PBC in the Federal 
Court.  It is our hope that Nurrdalinji, acting as our PBC, will enable us to have a stronger and 
more faithful voice for our country and our people. 

Our Concerns 

We now understand that oil and gas companies are keenly interested in our country, and have 
plans to turn our country into one of the largest oil and gas fracking fields in Australia, with up 
to 500 fracking wells planned. 

Fracking companies are operating on our country under exploration agreements made 
decades ago, before our native title was even recognised. When these agreements were 
made we didn’t know what fracking involved, or that these agreements would allow companies 
to frack our country in 2020. 

Many of our people are deeply concerned about the risks posed by fracking to our country, to 
our people, to our precious underground water resources, and to all life in our region. The 
aquifers beneath us sustain all life in the Beetaloo for most of the year. We have always 
known that these aquifers are interconnected. Those interconnections are part of our story and 
culture. 

European science is only now starting to understand these things. We refer for example to the 
findings of the recent CSIRO-GISERA report on the aquifers of the Beetaloo region: 
https://gisera.csiro.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/20-00341_GISERA_FACTSHEET_SGW-
NTStygofauna_WEB_210210.pdf.  

A recent ABC report on the CSIRO-GISERA study included this summary: 

CSIRO and Charles Darwin University researchers were commissioned to study 
creatures that live in the area's groundwater — also known as stygofauna.
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Teams analysed samples from 26 wells and two springs across the Cabrian Limestone 
Aquifer, which stretches 500 kilometres from Mataranka, south of Katherine, to the 
Barkly Tablelands. 

CSIRO researcher Dr Gavin Rees said the discovery of a two-centimetre-long 
colourless shrimp — parisia unguis — throughout the region led the scientists to 
conclude that interconnected water flowed through the aquifer across at least 300 
kilometres. 

"There is potential if that groundwater is perturbed, you can perturb the 
stygofauna, so it's an environment that you have to consider," Dr Rees said. 

He said the finding also meant any potential groundwater contamination caused by 
developing a fracking industry in the area — which is a key part of the federal 
government's economic recovery plan — could spread widely throughout the cattle 
grazing and horticulture region.[1] (emphasis added) 

One well leak or spillage could affect groundwater, and all life that relies on the groundwater, 
across the entire region. 

It is too early to decide to allow fracking on our country when the full range of risks and 
impacts of that activity aren’t even understood by the decision-makers. 

We have never consented to what is now proposed. If the scale of fracking plans and the risks 
had been fully and properly explained to us, we would not have consented to the grant of 
permits that allow the companies to enter onto our country in the first place. 

Why is the Government Funding Gas Pipelines and Infrastructure in Our Region? 

In our region there are plenty of ways that Government funds could be used to improve 
existing infrastructure and create sustainable jobs. We would like very much to talk with the 
Government about these things. 

Instead, the Government is planning to fund pipelines and other gas infrastructure to prop up a 
failing and temporary fracking industry that will deliver few jobs and little if any lasting benefit 
to us. In other words, the Government is planning to pay companies to degrade our country 
and our water. 

Economists are warning the Government against wasting money propping up the fracking 
industry. Refer for example to this passage from a recent Canberra Times article: 

“...[E]nergy analysts argue the Morrison government's plan for a so-called "gas-fired" 
economic recovery will lead to a dead end. 

The Institute for Energy Economics and Financial Analysis has on Tuesday released a 
report showing demand for gas will dwindle from both Australians and the nation's top 
export customers. 

Gas cannot compete on price compared to renewables, the institute says. 

IEEFA analyst Bruce Robertson says net zero emissions policies are leading to cheap 
renewable energy. 

"Similar to the terminal decline of coal globally, we are now seeing the rapid decline of 
gas as a major source of fuel in the international and domestic energy system, being 
replaced by renewable energy and newer more sustainable technologies," he said. 

"The very rationale for embarking on a gas-fired recovery plan post COVID-19 has 
been removed. 
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"This failure to acknowledge the current global energy transition away from fossil fuels 
and into sustainable, clean renewable energies is leading Australia's economic 
recovery policy to a dead end." 

The Morrison government has announced five gas fields it wants to open up to support 
exports and manufacturing. 

One of those is the Northern Territory's Beetaloo Basin, with $50 million in grants on 
offer for companies who want to drill into it. 

Mr Robertson said the price of gas in the NT could not compete with cheaper 
renewables. 

The federal government last year approved a controversial gas field in NSW's Narrabri, 
paving the way for the $3.6 billion coal seam project to go ahead. 

The project was then added to a list of 15 projects set for fast-tracked approvals 
because of the coronavirus pandemic.”[2] (emphasis added) 

Our Request 

Please understand that many of our countrymen and women are gravely concerned about 
fracking and its impacts in our region. Due to the interconnection of aquifers in the region, we 
are all at risk. 

The Government’s current plans look hasty and ill-considered. The risks are too high, and the 
rewards may not even exist. 

We respectfully request that the Government pause its gas infrastructure investment plans for 
our region until all information necessary to assess the risks has been gathered and 
considered. 

Then, if the Government has any interest in securing the informed consent of the native title 
holders of our region to its fracking and infrastructure plans, let us have a discussion about 
fracking with the benefit of adequate knowledge about its risks and impacts. That pause will 
also enable the Government and the companies themselves to reflect on whether the planned 
investment is worthwhile.  

Please remember that you govern for the Aboriginal communities of the Beetaloo as well as 
for gas companies. 

Yours Sincerely, 

  

  

Johnny Wilson 

Interim Chairperson 

Nurdalinji NTAC 
 

 

[1] Discovery of tiny shrimp in Beetaloo Basin could stall fracking plans, scientists warn, Jane 
Bardon, ABC, 17 February 2021 

[2] Rebecca Gredley, Canberra Times, 23 March 2021. 

 


